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Cannes 
Contenders
As we gathered at Contagious Manor to tussle over this 
year’s list of potential winners, one thing was clear: 2014 will 
be another year that Cannes highlights advertising’s power 
to tell a big emotional story. It may never be as addictive as 
Hollywood, but the industry can still create content that hints 
at the sublime. 

When it came to the tactical award-winning game, there 
was another obvious theme: many campaigns can win in 
many categories. Like losing roulette gamblers, agencies 
and marketers are spreading their chips across the table as 
broadly as possible, entering campaigns that might make 
the cut into any applicable category in the hope that one or 
more of their big bets will pay off. For the big networks, and 
their creative directors with bonuses tied to how full the 2014 
awards shelf is, this is par for the course. But for the rising 
set of upstart agencies, lean collaborators and crossover 
companies from outside advertising, those bets at Cannes 
are big, and could make or break them. 

The nature of Cannes as a contest is so variable: juries, 
judging criteria and fads all change year in, year out. This 
year, the pharma crowd comes to town a week early for Lions 
Health, and the Cyber category also includes sub-categories 
for social, branded technology and branded games, for  
example. It’s also unclear whether work that claims innovation 

will be truly innovative (ie brought to market and effective 
in selling things, or bring about change like the examples 
here), or more of a gimmick to attract Likes and YouTube 
views but little else. 

We’re not constraining our campaign picks to a specific 
category, knowing that normal people don’t think in them, and 
that their authors are likely to have entered them across the 
board. These should be shoo-ins. If one of them is yours, and 
it doesn’t earn a Lion, come find us at the festival and we’ll 
buy you a glass of rosé as a consolation prize. 

One of the big lessons of Oreo’s 2012 Daily Twist campaign 
was that shareable, image-first content can rule the web. 
That should have been obvious, given the abundance of cat 
memes online and people sharing inspirational quotes over 
images on Tumblr, but hey, unless it’s in a case study video, 
it’s not true for marketers. 

There have been two big campaigns that have succeeded 
by pushing specific shareable imagery out to the public. One 
uses an image that’s very personalised, literally emanating 
from every participant’s camera. The other uses an image 
that stands for a universal insight, which is dark: despite their 
best public efforts, in private, some people harbour bizarre 
ignorance, that they will only air as mediated through the web. 

Tom Bedecarré on 
innovaTion and change
Chairman, AKQA; president, WPP Ventures; 
president, Innovation Lions Jury 2014
‘Change is the only constant’ as the saying goes, 
and this past year demonstrates that everything 
about digital marketing keeps changing.

How we communicate continues to evolve. 
Marketers now embrace Instagram as a key 
branding platform and Pinterest has launched its 
beta of Promoted Pins. With mega deals such as 
Facebook’s $19bn purchase of WhatsApp, is it 
surprising that Snapchat turned Facebook down? 

What used to be fantasy is now reality, as 
evidenced by Facebook’s recent investment 
in virtual reality via the acquisition of Oculus 
or Google’s acquisition of drone startup Titan 
Aerospace. Meanwhile, Google trumpets the 
importance of connected devices by buying Nest, 
and Nike opens up its Nike+ Fuel measurement 
ecosystem to third-party developers. We’ve also 
seen the rising power of Chinese internet firms, 
which can be seen in recent IPOs of Weibo and 
Alibaba, plus the rapid growth of Tencent.

Marketers and agencies will be challenged 
to keep up – and gain new skills and employees 
required to provide clients with an wide array of 
technical services. AKQA’s motto is ‘The future 
inspires us. We work to inspire,’ and the changes 
of the past year promise an inspiring future.

Looking ahead to the Innovation Lions at 
Cannes, I expect the jury will see a range of apps, 
tools, hardware, software and platforms that 
demonstrate how technology can push creative 
boundaries. My own judging lens might explore, 
‘Is this a technology that AKQA would be eager 
to share with our clients?’ Also, ‘Would WPP 
Ventures invest in this business idea?’

Change is the only constant, and it’s exciting 
to see Cannes placing technology centre stage.

Un Women / The aUTocompleTe TrUTh 
Memac Ogilvy, Dubai
By using actual Google searches to showcase what it pur-
ports to be representative of the human id, UN Women can 
emphasise how far behind we are in creating equality. Of 
course, this is a slightly forced analogy, given that Google 
isn’t a platform to broadcast or confess, rather one to find 
answers to life’s questions, but the communication is still 
pretty powerful. 

The Autocomplete Truth work from Memac Ogilvy, Dubai, 
aimed to show the world that gender inequality is still rampant. 
The print ads for UN Women used real results from Google’s 
instant autocomplete feature, which shows popular searches 
in a particular region, coupled with a photo of women, with 
the search box over their mouth like a gag. The ads exposed 
shocking sentiments towards women, for example: ‘Women 
should… stay at home, …be slaves, …not speak in church.’ 
Ogilvy also created a YouTube video to further the dialogue 
on gender inequality. 

Kirin ichiBan / phoTogenic Beer  
TBWA\Hakuhodo, Tokyo  
Kirin Ichiban’s Photogenic Beer campaign turned a drinking 
experience into an opportunity for the perfect shared photo. 
TBWA\Hakuhodo, Tokyo, created beer gardens featuring 
special machines that froze beer foam into a soft-serve-like 
topper. The foam, now whipped up in a perfect curl, kept the 
beer extra cold and provided a perfect photo opportunity. 
Kirin did very little actual marketing, and instead relied on 
earned media and the stores’ physical presence. The concept 
is innovative: a new way to sell beer, as a cute, ice cream-like 
experience that’s eminently shareable. Kirin plans to expand 
its frozen beer outlets in eight markets outside Japan. It’s 
brave territory for an agency to come up with a product 
innovation that moves seamlessly with marketing and exists 
beyond a one-off stunt just good for viral views. The sales 
uplift, 5% as the agency reports in the case study video, is 
driven entirely by consumer-generated content. Add together 
innovation and sales uplift and you’re on your way to France 
to collect an award and everyone’s asking why you didn’t 
bring your frosty beer machine with you. 

Contagious and leading industry figures lay out the year’s key themes 
and highlight the work most likely to take the Lions home this June  
By Nick Parish
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Terre des hommes / sWeeTie 
LEMZ, Amsterdam
Charity work is such a blank canvas, it’s uncommon to find an 
agency that goes directly to the most controversial, scariest 
edge of what can benefit the charity. Agencies working for 
a landmine charity might make a film about landmines going 
off in everyday situations, or agencies working with clean 
water charities might devise a plan to make everyone aware 
of clean water. But those agencies wouldn’t figure out how 
to train rats to sniff out mines, or invent a new desalination 
process. With Sweetie, LEMZ has gone the extra mile to 
actively build an action plan to help root out child sexual 
exploitation over the internet. 

Essentially creating an online version of hidden-camera 
TV series To Catch a Predator, LEMZ built an interactive 
video application designed to pose as a ten-year-old girl 
in the Philippines. The android was built with hundreds of 
unique movements and phrases and was used like a puppet 
by a team based in Amsterdam to speak to paedophiles in 
internet chat rooms.

According to LEMZ, Sweetie was able to identify more 
than 1,000 predators from 71 countries in the two months 
the operation was live. The agency and charity Terre des 
Hommes then turned Sweetie’s chat partners’ identities over 
to respective governments and Interpol. According to the 
agency, its work has resulted in convictions and legislative 
changes in several countries. 

What’s crushing about projects like Sweetie and UN 
Women is that Cannes still doesn’t allow public service and 
nonprofit work to receive a Grand Prix, so the very work that 
is designed to elevate humanity and its idea of what advertis-
ing can accomplish for the good of the universe will always 
be second to work that was done to sell beer, cars, snack 
foods or cosmetics. 

volvo TrUcKs / epic spliT 
Forsman & Bodenfors, Gothenberg
We knew this one was a winner from the moment we set eyes 
on it. Last year’s Volvo Trucks ads featuring tightrope walkers 
and raging bulls have already picked up awards left and right. 
But add in Jean-Claude Van Damme, an Enya soundtrack and 
more groin-testing precision and you have a masterpiece – 
Van Damme doing the splits between two trucks.

There are two testaments to its success: first, it’s become 
the most viral auto ad ever, reaching 100 million views just 38 
days after launch, overtaking Super Bowl-hyped The Force 
from Volkswagen. Evian’s roller-skating babies, Ken Block’s 
Gymkhana hoonage, Isaiah Mustafa’s Old Spice ad, all bow 
down before Van Damme’s rolling thunder. 

Second, it’s very much the kind of traditional, yet excep-
tional creative that will appeal to the ever-present storytelling 
aficionados within juries. Despite the fact that it became 
global due to the power of the web, it’s a spine-tingling piece 
of 30-second content. 

During our Most Contagious event last year, we put a 
bunch of the year’s best video content on a loop to show 
during the exhibition, and time and again when Epic Split  
was on, there’d be attendees frozen in reverence, no mat-
ter that the videos were muted, so they couldn’t hear the  
audio. It’s another universal insight that resonates in people’s 
hearts, and could even be a metaphor for the beleaguered 
ad industry. As Van Damme says: ‘We’ve all had our ups 
and downs, our fair share of bumpy roads, that’s what made 
us what we are today.’ But when Enya’s Only Time kicks 
in, buddy, there’s still enough gas in the tank for one more 
epic split. 

sTeve easTerBrooK on 
creaTive evolUTion
Executive vice-president, global chief brand 
officer, McDonald’s
The creative industry is having to evolve 
quicker than ever – speed, technology and the 
democratisation of creativity have completely 
changed the way that ideas and content are 
consumed. Brands are in a constant battle 
for people’s attention and the industry must 
continually rethink its creative processes  
and executions.

Today, you have to go beyond a good idea 
to not only provide something useful for your 
customers but inspires true engagement with 
your brand. At McDonald’s [Cannes Lions’ 
Creative Marketer of the Year 2014] our aim is 
to make our creative irresistible with ideas that 
command attention and inspire engagement. 

The campaign below has brought a brand’s 
story to life across multiple platforms and created 
an emotional connection with consumers. 

WestJet’s Christmas Miracle campaign 
achieved the emotion and element of surprise 
through a very simple idea. It showed the kinder 
side of a regional airline and warmed the hearts 
of travellers during a busy holiday season.

mel exon on cyBer Trends
Chief digital officer and managing partner, 
BBH & BBH Labs; Cyber Lions Jury 2014

ideas that marry the digital and physical 
Back in the 1990s, Hollywood taught us a merger 
of the ‘meat space’ and digital would only go one 
way: corporeal beings sucked online, trapped 
alongside lots of green ones and zeros. Fast 
forward to now and instead we see the reverse: 
digital bleeding into the physical world. Witness 
BBH Asia Pacific’s House of Deadly for Nike’s 
Hypervenom – a gameplay experience where 
players perform real football skills in a controlled 
environment, using an adaptive interface. 
Technological audacity aside, the visceral thrill it 
gives users is what makes this special.

mobile first to mobile only
I’m a useless gamer. Google’s Chrome Racer 
caught my interest first with its graphics and 
Giorgio Moroder track. But then it turned out to be 
a super slick, light, multi-device game that was a 
laugh to play and proved a point perfectly: just look 
at what can be done in a mobile browser. As a web 
experience that doesn’t exist for desktop, it’s also 
an idea that responds to the growing dominance 
of mobile. We’re only going to see more briefs that 
start and end here.

emotion heightened by technology
Sitting down to watch a linear, 24-hour music video 
would have felt like an impossible chore, but with 
a delightfully simple UI that lets you skip back and 
forth as it plays out, Pharrell’s 24 Hours of Happy 
is overwhelmingly addictive – it made me tear up. 
Simple, funny, beautiful things can do that to you.

I am excited to see a 
growing body of work at the 
intersection of ‘Big Ideas’ 
and innovation, such as 
Ogilvy’s IBM Datagrams, 
R/GA’s Nike Skateboard 
App and the Google Chrome 
World Wide Maze. I believe 
the best work at Cannes 
will showcase intense 
collaboration between 
masters of storytelling and 
creative technology

Chloe Gottlieb, SVP, executive creative director, 
R/GA, New York
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BriTish airWays / magic of flying 
OgilvyOne, London; Storm, London
American comic Louis CK, an excellent moral barometer, 
explained why this British Airways outdoor campaign works 
so well, while discussing people complaining about airlines: 
‘They say “I had to sit on the runway for 40 minutes.” Oh, 
really? And then did you fly through the air like a bird, incred-
ibly? Did you partake in the miracle of human flight? You’re 
flying! You’re sitting in a chair in the sky! Everything is amazing 
right now and nobody’s happy. We live in an amazing world 
and it’s wasted on the crappiest generation of spoiled idiots.’

BA’s Magic of Flying campaign, which aimed to restore 
the childlike innocence around flight, takes on just this 
insight. The two London-based billboards use custom-built 
surveillance technology to detect BA flights in the area. An 
image of a child pointing to the sky appears as the planes fly 
overhead, with the flight number and destination displayed.

 The Look Up billboards combine cutting-edge technology 
with the excitement that has caused people to obsessively 
watch trains and planes for decades.

This campaign is delightfully simple and its appeal imme-
diately apparent. Magic of Flying hits on a ton of Contagious 
hot-button areas: Contextual Integration, where the time and 
place and location of a specific consumer situation are taken 
into account, as well as Perceptive Media, where a digital 
billboard can sense the changes in the environment around 
it. This’ll probably soar in outdoor, media and maybe PR. 

neWcasTle BroWn ale / if We made iT 
Droga5, New York
Newcastle effectively won the Super Bowl ad war by creat-
ing a content campaign that subsumed the ad event itself. It 
capitalised on the spread of attention that begins up to two 
weeks before the game and locked down a sort of alt-content 
world, lampooning pompous brands flexing lame concepts 
while drawing instant affiliation from the disenchanted, very 
much in line with the brand’s ‘No Bollocks’ positioning. 

Articulating the ads it would have made if it had a huge 
marketing budget, the beer brand created a dramatically 
narrated video of an insane storyboard featuring bikini-clad 
babes and giant robots. It filmed the incredulity of ‘mega 
huge celebrity’ Anna Kendrick, who learned she wouldn’t be 
starring in a ‘mega huge football ad’. It showed focus groups 
full of dopey consumers and finally ‘here’s what we would 
have done’ responses to real ads. The campaign delivered 
consistently, earning the brand the right to claim the big ‘1 
billion’ earned media impressions mantle that will serve as 
a good benchmark for bragging rights at this year’s awards 
shows. The case study video makes a direct comparison to 
ABI’s Budweiser work, claiming 416% lift in brand conver-
sation compared with Bud’s 187% average, with 1/30th of 
the spend. Last one out of the social media command post 
that wound up costing as much as the ad itself, please turn 
out the lights. 

carlos ricardo on
The financial secTor
Marketing, publicity & sponsorships director, BBVA
To adapt to a society that has become more tech 
savvy and expects its bank to adapt to a changing 
lifestyle and not the other way around, we are 
quickly evolving our ways of working. We’re 
operating through multi-functional project teams; 
we have adopted a revised path to purchase that 
is more focused on customer conversion; we are 
putting more resources on marketing initiatives 
that are truly transformational; we are preparing 
ourselves to use big data to refine our offering and 
message; we are inviting our global creative and 
media agencies to fuel this marketing evolution.

aT&T / iT can WaiT  
BBDO, New York
aT&T / sUmmer BreaK  
The Chernin Group, New York; BBDO, New York
These two campaigns from a telco are quite different, but both 
feature great branded content. The first is a cautionary tale 
for texting. AT&T brought on acclaimed film-maker Werner 
Herzog to direct a 30-minute documentary, bringing viewers 
face to face with the victims and perpetrators of life-changing 
accidents caused by texting while driving. The film, titled 
From One Second to the Next, tells the stories of four such 
incidents, described in heartbreaking detail by the people 
most affected: the drivers, victims and witnesses left trying to 
cope with the devastation caused by an instant of distraction. 

Although the It Can Wait campaign to deter texting 
while driving is led by AT&T (via BBDO, New York), it’s also 
supported by Sprint, Verizon and T-Mobile USA, lending 
industry-wide support to confronting the problem. So far, 
more than 1,500 organisations, customers and corpora-
tions have been involved, and the It Can Wait message was 
integrated into 90-plus sponsorships. More than 9,000 news 
stories, 300,000 tweets and 4.8 billion media impressions led 
to upwards of 3 million commitments to never text and drive. 

On the flip side of a single piece of hero content with ele-
ments built around it, AT&T’s @SummerBreak reality series 
was rolled out via popular social networks. The show follows 
the adventures of nine teenagers from Los Angeles as they 
enjoy their last summer before college. Episodes of the show 
aired on YouTube, supplemented by an active Twitter account, 
a Tumblr page, Instagram pictures, Vine videos and Facebook 
content posted to AT&T’s brand page. The season cost less 
than $5m to make, using a 45-person team to monitor and 
produce @SummerBreak content. As Kevin Costner, playing 
Ray Kinsella, said in Field of Dreams: ‘If you build it, they will 
come.’ Compelling content will attract viewers, particularly if 
it’s relevant. But these two examples show how it can take 
drastically different forms and still have success. 

John mescall on 
inflUencing popUlar cUlTUre
Executive creative director, McCann Australia
The most profound change I’ve seen in the 
industry over the past year is the level of ambition 
we have for our ideas. The continuing uptake 
of social platforms and the inherently global 
audience we have for our work means that we 
start projects with greater degrees of inbuilt 
ambition than ever before.

The ability to influence popular culture used to 
be the domain of a handful of obvious influencers: 
now pretty much anyone, anywhere, with a great 
idea can get that idea into the zeitgeist. 

This is cool. Because it’s fostering a whole 
wave of work that seeks to influence culture, 
rather than simply being influenced by culture.

A few examples: Climate Name Change was 
a wonderful piece of work that sought to rename 
hurricanes. It was played for laughs, but had the 
audacity to make you think. 

The Autocomplete Truth, which sought to 
hijack the Google search process and turn it 
against the world’s misogynists. And so it did, to 
devastating effect.

And one of our own pieces, Phubbing: A 
Word is Born, which sought to create a word the 
world needed, then chronicle its birth and global 
uptake, all in service of a dictionary launch.

It’s the intent of each of these pieces which 
I feel defines the past year in our industry. Think 
crazily big, and maybe you might do something 
pretty cool.


